HISTORY

MYSTERY BULL
FROM THE ICE
UNLEASHING THE BLUE BABE
FROM GEOLO GICAL TIME
by Michael Engelhard

a lone steppe bison
leisurely grazes the slope above a brushy ravine. His
tongue reaches for the next grass clump when a pungent scent stabs his nostrils. He raises his anvil head in
alarm. Two American lions burst from their cover, the
tawny blur barely registering in the bull’s myopic sight.
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They are upon him in seconds, one raking his russet
rump, the second bulldogging the front. Dodging the
lyre-shaped sweep of deadly
horns, the lion chomps
down on his muzzle. He
cannot breathe. His knees
weaken and buckle. The
world flickers, goes dark.
As life ebbs from him with
each heartbeat, the predators
rend and gouge, filling their
shrunken bellies.
Roughly 36,000 years
later, ice sheets have shrunk,
and a bipedal species has colonized the bull bison’s home
range.
Deafened by the din of

his generator, Walter Roman
sluices a pit into thawing,
musty loess. On this July day
in 1979, on a creek outside
Fairbanks, the placer miner’s hydraulic jet water-cannons legs from the muck,
legs with hide, tendons, and
cloven hooves. Called to the
cold hollow, Dale Guthrie, a
bearded, slim University of
Alaska paleobiologist with a
ponytail, IDs the find as Bison
priscus, once a common
sight in Alaska’s interior.
Animated by torchlight, its

Above: Reproduction of a steppe
bison painted onto cave walls at
Altamira, Spain.
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into our continent’s younger
margins. Camels, ground
sloths, Beetle-size armadillos,
and an assorted herbivorous
menagerie moved in, trailed
by people and dire wolves.
Forest-loving descendants of
northern bovid populations
survived climate change and
predation until about 400
years ago near present-day
Whitehorse—a Yukon
steppe bison graveyard atop
goldfields.
As Blue Babe emerged,
Guthrie cached him piecemeal in a university freezer.
He kept the hide in ethanol.
He sifted buckets of sludge
for telltale insects and pollen. In 1984, Eirik Granqvist,
on loan from the Helsinki
Zoological Museum, found
punctures and claw marks
while tanning the hide. The
width between fang holes
matched the dentition on
museum skulls. The type
and placement of scratches,
and clotted blood under the
nose’s skin—sign of strangulation—also pegged lions as
the killers. Further dismantling Blue Babe, ravens had
pecked flesh around the eyes;
other scavengers gnawed
on the bones. The horns’
growth patterns revealed
the bull’s age, its underfur
the season of his demise. He
was a mature animal, eight
or nine years old. Peat layers in Roman’s mine, and

Above: A close-up of the
mummy shows the blue skin
tone and missing pieces.

GUTHRIE
ASSEMBLED
HIS UNGULATE
PUZZLE HELPED
BY HIS FINNISH
VISITOR AND
BY RUSSIANS
EXPERT
AT SAVING
SIBERIAN
MAMMOTHS
FROM DECAY
—ONE OF
THOSE MEN
HAD ALLEGEDLY
LEARNED FROM
THE GUY WHO’D
EMBALMED
LENIN.

radiocarbon dates from a
skin sample, positioned Blue
Babe in geological time.
Guthrie assembled his
ungulate puzzle helped by
his Finnish visitor and by
Russians expert at saving
Siberian mammoths from
decay—one of those men
had allegedly learned from
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likeness bolted across mankind’s oldest wildlife art galleries, cave walls at Altamira
and Lascaux.
Coincidentally, Guthrie
was just about to leave for
Europe to study Pleistocene
art, extinct-mammal specimens in collections, and
steppe bison’s closest living
relatives: wisent. He names
the Fairbanks mummy “Blue
Babe,” after Paul Bunyan’s
legendary ox (tinged by a
blizzard burying him to the
horns) and for vivianite, the
midnight-colored mineral
“rust” that speckles this individual’s hide.
Though northern leathery
curios are not that uncommon, conditions have to
align to favor tissue preservation. Blue Babe’s body that
first winter largely lay under
trampled snow. Silt on that
sparsely vegetated slope
melted in spring and, washed
downhill by rains, sealed the
carcass against egg-laying
blowflies. Soil piled on like
tree rings until permafrost
encased the body. Replacing
savanna, spruce and birch
claimed the hill.
Bison priscus thrived
between twin peaks of the
last ice age that dropped
sea levels by building glacial caps. A land bridge and
natural larder, Beringia’s
“Mammoth Steppe” welcomed Eurasian megafauna

the guy who’d embalmed
Lenin. Granqvist mounted
Blue Babe’s skin on a plaster mold based on a steppe
bison bronze Guthrie
researched and designed;
he’s a talented artist as well
as a hunter. Applied chemicals protected the skin from
insects and mold and relaxed
it enough to be pulled over
the mannequin’s bulk. Thus
resurrected, the bull was
carried in solemn procession from the workshop to
his new resting place at the
museum.
In celebration, Guthrie
had carved a portion oﬀ
Blue Babe’s neck, which he
stewed and then dined on
with his wife and friends. The
uncooked chuck resembled
beef jerky. The prepared dish,
served with burgundy, unsurprisingly tasted like mud.
Freed from time’s meat
locker, the state’s most
famous fossil still lies
entombed, behind glass in
the Museum of the North.
Visitors at the display case in
silence behold this memento
mori of paleontological royalty. Skin patches missing
from the restored rump and
hump remind them of feline
and scientific appetites. With
his legs folded under, chin
resting on a snow-white catafalque, Blue Babe seems
merely asleep. Meanwhile,
on Africa’s Serengeti, lions
and wildebeests enact the
same age-old ritual, a timeless dance joining life to
death, hunters to prey.

